Sensitivity analysis for GMDH correction modeling of MKG signals.
The purpose of this paper is to propose application of sensitivity analysis to the GMDH modeling for the correction of distorted kinesiographic signals recorded for inter-lattice points in space, and to evaluate its correction accuracy to estimate coordinates of an inter-lattice point, i.e., an observation, distorted coordinates of a nominal lattice point which is most adjacent to a given inter-lattice point is searched. Variations, i. e., differences, between distorted coordinates of the observations and their concomitant nominals are calculated. Instead of substituting kinesiographic measurements of the nominal and its neighbouring eight lattice points, the sum of the observation and its corresponding variation is substituted into the GMDH model which has been employed for the correction of distorted measurements of the aforementioned lattice point. A stereotaxic device is developed to stimulate mandibular jaw movement and determine position of a magnet transducer of a mandibular kinesiograph (MKG). Nominals of 3-D coordinates of the inter-lattice points are determined by the stimulator together with simultaneous recording of distorted output signals from the MKG which correspond to the nominals. Distorted signals are corrected on the basis of the sensitivity-oriented correction modeling. A mean estimation error of 0.16 mm (s. d., 0.19 mm) is determined for 24 inter-lattice coordinates. Thus, the application of sensitivity analysis to the GMDH modeling is confirmed to be effective.